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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp | design worldwide partnership winning streak continues
with Best Office design in Perspective Awards 2011
dwp won the award for Best Office design in the
Perspective Awards 2011, celebrating excellence in
architecture, interiors and product design...
°°°°°°

The Perspective Awards 2011 announced the winners in a gala awards ceremony held on
Thursday 10th November 2011, at The Mira Hotel, Hong Kong, recognising outstanding
architecture, interiors and product design projects, firms and designers. Among the steep
competition, dwp | design worldwide partnership won Best Office category for the SCB HQ
Offices & Training Centre, Bangkok, Thailand.

“On behalf of our team at dwp, I am delighted at winning this award. We truly appreciate being
recognised for our work, by the Perspective Awards 2011 esteemed judging panel,” enthused
dwp group CEO, Brenton Mauriello, “dwp designed the new 20,000sqm corporate offices and
training centre of SCB – the largest and oldest bank in Thailand.”

SCB HQ Offices & Training Centre, Bangkok, Thailand

The original buildings SCB were to occupy were classic 1970’s design, with unique hexagonal
floor plates. The intent was to soften the edges in all areas around the core, in order to
generate more fluid spaces for SCB. dwp continued the architectural design detail through the
project, including the areas for break-out meetings. Located around the core each floor
provides dual break-out areas, designed to be open and directly connected to the equally open
working environment. The glass edges are curved and banquet seating was created to fit
around the curved edges, resulting in a classic approach that also softens the primary
circulation, throughout the floor plate. In addition, the installed vertical garden gives staff visual
camouflage and adds character to the generic floor plate.
Further details on these awards can be found at Perspective Awards.
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Note to Editors: About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.
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For more information from dwp on this release and hi-res images, contact Group Communications
Consultant, Ms Nikki Busuttil, nikki.b@dwp.com or call the dwp Thailand head office:
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